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Abstract—Microwave Imaging (MWI) has the potential to aid
breast cancer staging through the detection of Axillary Lymph
Nodes (ALNs). This type of system can present some challenges,
mainly due to the irregular axillary surface. The optimisation of
the artefact removal algorithm to successfully remove the surface
reflections is of great importance. In this paper, we propose
using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) as an artefact removal
algorithm and study the effect of choosing different subsets of
antenna positions for artefact removal on imaging results using
experimental signals. We show that different subsets of antenna
positions affect the results and in some cases prevent the targets
detection. Our analysis allowed us to find an optimal combination
of parameters which results in Signal-to-Clutter Ratio higher than
2.77 dB and Location Error lower than 14.9 mm for three different
experimental tests. These results are relevant for the development
of dedicated algorithms for ALN-MWI application.

Index Terms—artefact removal algorithm, axillary lymph nodes,
breast cancer, microwave imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer can metastasise to surrounding lymph nodes,
specifically Axillary Lymph Nodes (ALNs). The number of
metastasised lymph nodes is one of the indicators used for
breast cancer staging and its assessment is important to deter-
mine treatment approaches [1]. Current pre-surgical and non-
invasive medical imaging techniques still lack high sensitivity
and specificity [2]. The most accurate technique to confirm
ALN diagnosis is Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy (SLNB), which
is a surgical procedure where the first lymph node receiving
drainage from the tumour is removed and sent to pathological
analysis. Thus, there is a need for additional non-invasive and
low-cost techniques to diagnose ALNs.

Our group has been working on a Microwave Imaging (MWI)
system to detect and diagnose ALNs [3], [4], [5]. MWI is a low-
cost and low-power technique and has had promising results for
early breast cancer diagnosis [6] and brain stroke detection [7].
ALN-MWI presents several challenges compared to other well-
studied applications (i.e. breast and head), namely: the axillary
region has an irregular shape which hampers the performance
of artefact removal algorithms; the use of a coupling medium to
minimise skin reflections is not practical due to the morphology

and size of the axillary region; and the torso limits the scan
range of the antenna. One way to address these challenges
is to find an optimal artefact removal procedure which can
reduce the effects of the irregularity of the axillary region shape
on the algorithms performance. In this paper, we study the
performance of the artefact removal algorithm with different
antenna positions and different algorithm parameters on our
world-first experimental MWI prototype designed to image the
axillary region.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

The prototype works as a monostatic system, with a single
antenna scanning a 3D-printed anthropomorphic phantom of the
axillary region (Fig. 1). The phantom was segmented from a
Computed Tomography (CT) image [8] and then we 3D-printed
the outer shape of the body using Polylactic Acid (PLA) [9].
The antenna is a Vivaldi antenna operating in air without body
contact, impedance-matched in the 2− 7 GHz frequency band
[10]. The phantom is positioned as a patient would in a clinical
scenario, lying sideways on one of the arms extended along the
head. An ALN model was embedded in the body phantom with
the help of a plastic support, as shown in Fig. 1(c-d). The ALN
was 3D-printed with the following approximate dimensions
20×13×11 mm3. Both the cavities of the axillary region and
ALN models were filled with liquid mixtures [11] mimicking
fat and metastasised ALN tissues, respectively. The information
about the dielectric properties of metastasised ALNs is still
limited [4], [5], [12], [13], so we assumed they have similar
dielectric properties to breast tumours.

A. Antenna positioning

The antenna is swept in a cylindrical configuration around
the phantom. For the present anthropomorphic phantom, a total
of 72 antenna positions were considered. These positions are
distributed in 9 angular positions (A to I) with 10◦ angular
steps, and 8 horizontal antenna positions (1 to 8) with 10 mm
steps, as shown in the measurement grid (GM) in Fig. 2.

Four anatomical references were considered to define the
limits of the measurement grid (GM): the first angular position
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Fig. 1. Measurement setup and phantoms. (a) shows the setup with all
components (roll positioner [A], antenna support arm [B], phantom [C], the
antenna [D], styrofoam supporting the phantom [E, F] and electromagnetic
absorber [G]). The white coordinate system represents the rotation and transla-
tion movements of the arm and antenna. The cavity of the axillary phantom is
shown in (b), the axillary lymph node phantom in (c) and the support to place
the lymph node within the phantom in (d).

(A) considers the sagittal plane (x-plane) through the nipple;
the last angular position (I) considers the mid-coronal plane
(y-plane which divides the body in half); the first horizontal
position (1) considers the axial plane (x-plane) of the clavicle;
and the last horizontal position (8) considers the axial plane of
the nipple. These reference points can result in a GM of vari-
able size for different patients, covering different volumes and
maintaining the spacing between antennas. Also, the volume of
interest where the lymph nodes are located is expected to vary
from patient to patient.

The optimal subset of antenna positions used for image
reconstruction is denominated GI. The radial distance between
each antenna position and the phantom surface ranges from
4 to 56 mm, with an average of 35 mm. The distances are
represented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Flattened view of cylindrical antenna position grid. GM (delimited by
solid line) designates the set of all points of the measurement grid, and GI

(delimited by dash-dot line) represents the subset of antenna positions used for
image reconstruction.

Fig. 3. Radial distance (in millimeter) between each antenna position and the
phantom surface represented in a flattened view of cylindrical antenna position
grid.

III. SIGNAL PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we present the artefact removal algorithm
and the corresponding parameters. We then present the imaging
algorithm and the performance metrics we use to evaluate the
resulting images and the performance of the artefact removal



algorithm.

A. Artefact Removal Algorithm

The air/dielectric reflections are removed with a Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm [14]. SVD factorises
a matrix of m× n into min[m;n] singular vectors and values,
as presented in [14]. In our study, each column of matrix M
corresponds to the input reflection coefficient sa,h, which re-
sults from the difference between the measured input reflection
coefficient in the presence of the phantom and the measured
coefficient in free-space. The indices a and h correspond to
the indices of each angular and horizontal antenna positions, re-
spectively. The number of columns n of matrix M corresponds
to the number of input reflection coefficients considered for
the factorisation and the number of rows m corresponds to the
number of frequency points of each input reflection coefficient.

The first singular vectors obtained from SVD represent the
highest magnitude reflections common to all signals of matrix
M. Hence, the air/dielectric response may be removed with
SVD if it is similar between all signals of matrix M. We
emphasise that this kind of artefact removal relies very much on
the similarity between signals, which is greatly affected by the
antenna-phantom surface distance. Therefore, there is a need to
perform this study in order to discover which subsets of antenna
positions are the most reliable and provide the most accurate
results.

In order to address the wide range of distances from each
antenna position to the phantom, for each antenna position
(a, h), SVD is applied to a matrix including the signal sa,h
and the neighbouring antenna positions’ signals. The signals
without the air/dielectric response (Mcal) are obtained by
subtracting the contribution from the first singular vectors from
M. The optimal number of singular vectors to remove needs to
be determined since more than one singular vector can contain
the air/dielectric response due to the irregular shape of the
axillary region and one needs to ensure the ALN response is
not present in the removed singular vectors.

The optimal removal of the air/dielectric response can be
obtained by finding the combination of the subset of neigh-
bouring antenna positions and the number of singular vectors
removed which results in a successful target detection with the
best imaging performance metrics. In this study, we test dif-
ferent subsets of neighbouring antenna positions with different
patterns, as shown in Fig. 4. The subsets include 3 to 9 antenna
positions and are named accordingly to their shape and number
of antenna positions: Vertical 3 (Fig. 4a), Horizontal 3 (Fig. 4b),
Diagonal 3 (Fig. 4c), Cross 5 (Fig. 4d), Diagonal 5 (Fig. 4e)
and Block 9 (Fig. 4f). A range of different number of singular
vectors are removed. For each subset, this number is limited by
the number of signals of matrix M, for example if the number
of signals (i.e. antenna positions) is 3, the maximum number
of singular vectors which can be removed is 2.

B. Image Reconstruction Algorithm and Performance Metrics

The resulting images of the axillary region are reconstructed
using a wave-migration algorithm [14] considering the fre-
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Fig. 4. Subsets of neighbouring antenna positions to perform factorisation of
sa,h. The dashed line represents the (a, h) antenna position and the dotted
line represents the neighbouring antenna positions.

quency band 2 to 5 GHz. The algorithm considers only the
subset GI which provides better results: angular antenna posi-
tion E to I and horizontal antenna position 3 to 6 (shown in
Fig. 2). A spatial filter is applied to remove the artefacts from
the breast and arm regions which are included in the phantom
and may hamper the evaluation of the images.

The performance metrics used to evaluate the imaging results
with the different parameters of SVD were Signal-to-Clutter
Ratio (SCR) and Location Error (LE). SCR and LE are consid-
ered acceptable when they are higher than 1.5 dB and lower
than ALN dimensions (i.e. 20 mm), respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three experimental tests were conducted with ALNs in
different positions: one in a central position between the breast
and the arm (ALN-1), one close to the breast (ALN-2), and one
close to the arm (ALN-3). Fig. 5 shows the performance metrics
of imaging results of the three experimental tests considering
the different subsets of neighbouring antenna positions over the
number of singular vectors removed with SVD.

In all three tests, when considering Vertical 3, Horizontal 3
and Diagonal 3, either SCR is too low or LE is too high when
only one or two singular vectors are removed. We verify that
the number of singular vectors is not enough to successfully
separate the air/dielectric response from the ALN response, and
therefore ALN detection is not possible.

When considering the subsets Cross 5, Diagonal 5 and Block
9, the signals are decomposed in a higher number of singular
vectors. As shown in Fig. 5, when three or more singular
vectors are removed, the performance of the artefact removal
improves. However, Diagonal 5 still presents a high LE for
ALN-2. Both Cross 5 and Block 9 subsets present similar
performance behaviour within the three experimental tests.
When the number of singular vectors removed is higher than
5, Cross 5 cannot be used while the performance of Block 9
shows an increase of LE.
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Fig. 5. Performance metrics over the number of singular vectors removed
for each subset of neighbouring antenna positions and the three experimental
tests. Signal-to-Clutter Ratio and Location Error are shown on the left and right
columns, respectively. (a) and (b) correspond to imaging results of ALN-1, (c)
and (d) to imaging results of ALN-2, and (e) and (f) to imaging results of
ALN-3.

The minimum LE is obtained for ALN-1, ALN-2 and ALN-
3 when four singular vectors are removed considering Block 9.
LE is 11.4, 14.9 and 12.2 mm for ALN-1, ALN-2 and ALN-
3, respectively. SCR is higher than 2.77 dB in all tests, well
above the minimum 1.5 dB. There are two reasons which may
explain why Block 9 with four removed singular vectors are
the optimal combination. Firstly, the air/dielectric response is
successfully separated from the ALN response when a high
number of singular vectors is obtained with SVD. Lastly, when
a higher number of antenna positions is considered for the
SVD algorithm, the probability that the majority of the antenna
positions record similar air/dielectric response is also higher,
ultimately improving the factorisation performance.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the importance of the selection of
antenna positions on the artefact removal procedure to improve
imaging results of MWI applications when applied to irregular
body shapes. In particular, we performed our study using a

new MWI prototype to aid breast cancer staging through ALN
detection.

We proposed a methodology which tests different subsets of
antenna positions and parameters of the artefact removal algo-
rithm to optimise the artefact removal and, consequently, the
target detection. The best combination of parameters and subset
of antenna positions is found by comparing the performance
metrics of imaging results.

For the ALN-MWI application, we considered SVD as the
artefact removal algorithm to remove the air/dielectric reflec-
tions and we addressed three experimental tests with an ALN
in different positions. We observed that different subsets of
antenna positions and different number of singular vectors
removed provide distinct artefact removal performances. The
best performance was obtained when four singular vectors were
removed from the factorisation of each antenna position and the
surrounding eight neighbouring antenna positions were used.

In the future, a detailed comparison with other artefact
removal algorithms will be performed and presented to the
community. The results presented on this paper will be vali-
dated with other anatomically realistic phantoms of the axillary
region, with more complex scenarios and used to further
develop our ALN-MWI prototype.
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